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escribed as ‘barefoot elegance with an organic feel’, this 
new build in Boca Raton emits a tranquil and elegant 
ambiance inviting you to sit and relax awhile.  
    Further enhancing their reputation as one of the ‘Top 

100 Interior Design Firms in the World’, Marc-Michaels has created 
this stunning, fresh and contemporary living space on Spanish River 
Road, Boca Raton.  The property, built by Mark Timothy, Inc. Luxury 
Homes with architecture by Affiniti Architects, was finished with the 
Marc-Michaels stamp of decadent design.
    For over 26 years, Marc-Michaels Interior Design Inc. has been 
tailoring properties to suit their owners.  Focusing on interior detailing 
with strong finishes and hand-picked furnishings, the Marc-Michaels 
team has made each home a reflection of the passions of the families 
living there.
    This new build in Florida was a blank canvas and principal of 
Marc-Michaels, Marc Thee, was heavily involved in the design 
process from the ground up. The design team backing him were Jeff 
Strasser, Courtney Jacobus and design assistant, Allison George with 
interior detailing by Rachel Jones and Kathryn Dunagan.
    The richly varnished wooden ceiling flowing from the entryway 
through the great room and into the covered loggia at the back of the 
property creates a feel of exotic Bali that seamlessly links the interior 
and outside living spaces. ►  
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    A restful feeling of space is evident throughout the property with 
the use of floor to ceiling windows and open plan rooms; the master 
bathroom flows directly from the master bedroom, a frosted glass 
divider all that separates the dressing room from the bath.
    The colour palette and materials used in each room contribute to 
the tranquil feeling in this waterside home.  Inspired by the Floridian 
sunset and ocean, the base neutrals are given a pop of colour with 
turquoise and orange. The simple lines of the bamboo units in the 
bathroom are elegant and soothing creating a perfect space to unwind.  
Stacked stone columns in the foyer are lit from above and below to 
showcase the texture of the natural material.
       The same vibrant wood of the ceilings has been used for the deck 
surrounding the resort-style swimming pool with accompanying fire-
pit and plush loungers, to further join the inside and exterior areas.
    Marc-Michaels’ philosophy of ‘the difference is in the details’ is 
certainly evident in this new addition to their interior detailing 
portfolio, achieving a naturally elegant whole.
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